CHAPTER 1472

“””Even though we found him when we stared at the black phoenix, he came and went without a trace,
and couldn’t catch it at all!”””

“””Almost we can control the others, he is the only one.”””

The King Xitian replied.

“””That’s the problem. We can’t capture the whereabouts of the leader of the Avengers! He is the real
brain of the Avengers!”””

“””We can’t capture the information of the people who really control the situation!”””
Levi Garrison took a deep breath.

“””Although we are prepared, we don’t know how the enemy will attack! This is the biggest hidden
danger!”””

“””And I faintly feel something is wrong!”””

Levi Garrison suffered from insomnia that night.

He felt the pressure.

It was as if there was a pair of eyes staring at him in the dark.ÿmi.ÿc

It is located in the temporary Avengers base somewhere in the capital.

The heads of the black dragon and black phoenix gathered together.

“””Is the North Demon still moving?”””

Black Phoenix asked.

“””It will be there soon. During this time, he has integrated all his strengths.”””

“””And he asked them to act first to let us divert our attention, and then he attacked unexpectedly and
completely interrupted Erudia’s position.”””

Black Dragon smiled.

“””what?”””

“””The North Demon actually used tactics?”””

Everyone was taken aback.

“Back then, the North Demon single-handedly fought in and out in Erudia.”

“No one has followed, let alone trickery.”

“””In the past few years, he should have understood that it is impossible to stand alone!”””

The black dragon smiled.

“””What exactly do we need to do then?”””

Black Phoenix and the core members of the Avengers can?t wait.

“””Listen to my orders… act in the early morning!”””

The wee hours are when people are most tired.

“Suddenly all over Erudia, the Avengers took action.”

Caught off guard.

Destructive attacks were launched on some important bases and laboratories.

“Fortunately, Levi Garrison took precautions in advance.”

“Stop it for the first time, minimizing the loss.”

“Levi Garrison, who is located in North Hampton, also received the message for the first time.”

“””There are enemies in the South!”””

“””There are enemies in the East!”””

…

“””Our department has stopped! Fully pursued!”””

“””The same goes for my department!”””

…

This is the benefit of pre-deployment.

Almost every loss suffered.

The results of this day are simply fruitful.

The Avengers suffered heavy losses…

But basically all the people deployed by Levi Garrison were exposed.

Because all the attention is on the Avengers.

“As soon as they appeared, they were all exposed naturally.”

In addition to Quezhen Tiandian and the four gate valves.

Everything else is equivalent to transparency.

“””Hall Master, they still can’t hold back the action after all…”””

Everyone smiled.

The key is that they are prepared in advance.

Let the enemy have no gaps to insert.

“Levi Garrison frowned, “”No! Nothing!”””

“””Why is something wrong?”””

Everyone looked over.

“””This is not the style of the Avengers!”””

“””If this is the last madness of the Avengers, they will use everything to destroy it. It will definitely not
be such a slapstick!”””

Levi Garrison analyzed.

“””Yes! At the end, there is no big wave, it’s not their style!”””

“””But what is the real big move?”””

Everyone is puzzled.

“””I can’t think of it temporarily…”””

Levi Garrison rubbed his head.

“But the next moment, someone ran in yelling: “”It’s not good, the big thing is not good…”””

“””Hey!”””

Levi Garrison’s hearts sank.

A bad premonition emerged in my heart…

